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FEEDBACK INSTRUCTIONS:  

You will have access to the backend of our learning platform to check on student submissions. It 
will be your responsibility to monitor weekly assignments, check for your cohort members’ 
submissions, and provide consistent feedback. 

Student submissions will be due on Sunday evenings (if we have class) and Tuesday evenings (if 
we don’t have class). For assignments submitted on Sundays, please have feedback ready by 
Tuesday’s class. For assignments submitted on off weeks (no class), please have feedback by the 
next class date.  

FEEDBACK METHODS: 

1. Preferable: Print out the assignment and write feedback on assignment. Pass along to 
students as they arrive for class.  

2. Secondary: Provide feedback digitally via email with notes written on or within a PDF.  

Please let me know which avenue you will select. You may want to consider what is best for the 
students in your cohort.  

FEEDBACK TIPS + RECOMMENDATIONS: 

• Did the student properly respond to or answer the prompt?  
• Was the response provided sufficient for the prompt? 
• What was great about their response? Write one to two words or phrases about their 

strengths. 
• What was poor or lacking in their response? It may have just been an incomplete thought or 

an incorrect answer. Take a few moments to locate, highlight and provide a correction or 
recommendation. 

• If a student’s response is severely lacking, please let me know. We may ask them to re-write 
and submit a response if it is insufficient.  

• Be on the lookout for a lag in homework responses. Try to discern if the schedule of the class 
is too grueling for the individual, or if something deeper is going on. 

LATE HOMEWORK POLICY: EXTENSION REQUESTS 

• Each student should contact you and Jocelyn regarding late homework to request an 
extension. Requests should be made at least 24 hours before the assignment is due. 
Extensions are permitted in almost every case - we want to believe the best about the 
students. Extensions are given with the expectation that the student will complete the 
assignment and turn it in, unless otherwise permitted. 

• Should a student request multiple extensions in a row, we need to have a conversation with 
them. We can decide together if a student should continue with the class or if they should be 
permitted a grace period. We’ll take each on a case by case basis.  


